Intelligent Optical Systems, Inc. (IOS)
 Founded in April, 1998  Focus areas:
 Physical, chemical, and biomedical optical and electronic sensors  Advanced light sources and detectors  >$3.5M in equipment  11,500 sq. ft. facility in Torrance, CA  Several spin-off companies with >$22M in private funding
Technology
Zone-by-zone monitoring using a sensor cable with multiple sensor segments  A silica glass core fiber is coated with a polymer cladding containing a colorimetric indicator. Upon exposure of any segment of the fiber, the CO 2 diffuses into the cladding and changes color.
 A light source is placed at one end of the fiber and a photodetector at the other end. The light transmitted through the fiber varies with the concentration of CO 2 .
(Left) Fiber structure of colorimetric distributed fiber optic sensors; (right) fiber optic CO 2 sensor rolled onto a spool. Microscopic detail shows uncoated fiber, and fiber coated with the sensitive cladding. 
 The optical fiber must be exposed to the aqueous matrix (or gas)
 Sensor cable incorporating multiple optical fiber sensors, which are exposed to the environment.
Phase I
 Development of advanced intrinsic fiber optic sensors and readout (length up to 2,500 ft. and able to withstand corrosive liquids).
 Sensor evaluation and demonstration in simulated subsurface conditions.  Pressure  Temperature
Phase II
 Subsurface sensor deployment and operation (in a 5,900 ft. deep well at up to 2,000 psi).
Phase III

Project Phases
 The transmission of light through the fiber depends on the concentration of CO 2 , and is reversible.  Light at wavelengths far from the absorbance of the indicator dye are unaffected by the presence of CO 2 , which enables the system to be self-referenced.  Demonstrated sensor operation up to 175°C  Sensor aging is significantly accelerated at temperatures >140°C  As expected, sensitivity decreases with temperature because the CO 2 solubility in the sensitive polymer decreases.
Progress -Simulated Subsurface Conditions
Temperature
Progress -Accelerated Degradation Tests
 Stress Conditions  High-power lighting  Corrosive matrix (low pH and high salinity)  Elevated water flow rate  Highly biologically-contaminated matrix  Temperature cycles.
 We designed Accelerated Degradation Tests (ADT) based on the Highly Accelerated Life Test (HALT) methodology.  The first objective is to collect information that allows us to improve sensor lifetime  The second objective is to quantitatively estimate the lifetime of the fiber optic sensors.
 Sensor films covered with a protective, gas-permeable coating were exposed to a highly biologically-contaminated matrix  The antimicrobial effect of three coating materials was measured  The CO 2 -sensitive polymer was replaced with an oxygen-sensitive polymer.
Oxygen sensitive film covered by protective cladding materials
Control in DI water
Highly colonized nutrient media Samples exposed to continuous bacteria incubation  Sensor films covered with a protective, gas-permeable coating were exposed to a highly biologically-contaminated matrix  The CO 2 -sensitive polymer was replaced with an oxygen-sensitive polymer  Bacteria was allowed to grow on the polymer for several weeks  The antimicrobial effect of three coating materials was measured by measuring the oxygen consumption of the biological layer on the polymer.
Time (  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to elevated water flow rates for several months  Sensitivity to CO 2 was measured periodically.  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to elevated water flow rates for several months  Sensitivity to CO 2 was measured periodically.  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to ambient and elevated temperature cycles  Sensitivity was measured before and after each temperature cycle  In parallel, sensor fiber segments were maintained at elevated temperature and sensitivity was measured periodically. 
Progress -Accelerated Degradation Tests
 Sensor fiber segments were exposed to ambient and elevated temperature cycles. Initial  70C C1  70C C2  70C C3  70C C4  70C C5  70C C6  70C  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to ambient and elevated temperature cycles. Initial  70C C1  70C C2  70C C3  70C C4  70C C5  70C C6  70C C7  70C 10  70C  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to ambient and elevated temperature cycles, and sensitivity was measured periodically (black)  In parallel, sensor fiber segments were maintained at elevated temperature and sensitivity was measured periodically (blue)  Eight ADT cycles corresponded with 3 years/1,095 days of sensor operation at constant temperature. Days at elevated temperature  Sensor fiber segments were exposed to ambient and elevated temperature cycles, and sensitivity was measured periodically (black)  In parallel, sensor fiber segments were maintained at elevated temperature and sensitivity was measured periodically (blue)  Eight ADT cycles corresponded with 3 years/1,095 days of sensor operation at constant temperature.  Developed instrumentation demonstrating satisfactory performance while operating sensor cables 2 km in length. Calculations predict continued good performance for sensors 3 km and longer.
Test Progress
 Designed and fabricated sensor cables.
 Developed and preliminarily tested sensor deployment system and protocols.
 The system is being prepared for field deployment and testing by controlled release of CO 2 in a deep well.
Conclusions
